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An active, photonic band gap-based microcavity emitter in the near infrared is demonstrated. We
present direct measurement of the spontaneous emission power and spectrum from a microcavity
formed using a two-dimensional photonic band gap structure in a half wavelength thick slab
waveguide. The appearance of cavity resonance peaks in the spectrum correspond to the photonic
band gap energy. For detuned band gaps, no resonances are observed. For devices with correctly
tuned band gaps, a two-time enhancement of the extraction efficiency was demonstrated compared
to detuned band gaps and unpatterned material. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0003-6951~99!01611-3#

Photonic crystals have been predicted to be able to fundamentally modify spontaneous emission properties of light
emitting materials.1,2 High Q optical cavities are considered
to be useful for high efficiency, low power and high modulation speed light sources. One dimensional photonic structures have been used successfully in light emitting diodes
~LEDs! to enhance efficiency and to enhance spontaneous
emission.3 Recently, two-dimensional ~2D! structures have
attracted a great deal of attention4–6 due to the simpler geometry, in terms of both fabrication complexity and device
design as compared to three-dimensional structures. Such
structures have been considered as a means of controlling
in-plane spontaneous emission, a significant loss mechanism
in vertical-emitting structures.4 However, experimental
evidence5,7 has indicated that finite hole depth and waveguide geometry can lead to strong scattering of light into the
substrate which would limit the confinement possible with a
2D photonic crystal due to scattering out of the photonic
crystal plane. Passive reflection, diffraction and transmission
measurements have recently been carried out in twodimensional photonic crystal structures.8 Martorell and
Lawandy,9 and subsequently Petrov et al.10 have observed
inhibited spontaneous emission from low-index contrast
three-dimensional periodic structures ( e r 51.45). Berggren
et al.11 have also made active devices by including a low
index contrast two-dimensional periodicity. However, a
complete band gap in two or three dimensions requires a
relatively strong index of refraction contrast ( e r .10). 12
We have designed and fabricated two-dimensional photonic crystals in a thin semiconductor membrane bounded
above and below by air. The optical cavity consists of a l/2
thick dielectric slab waveguide suspended in air. The strong
confinement provided by the index contrast between the
semiconductor membrane and air helps to reduce the scattering out of the plane of the waveguide by the photonic crystal.
The membrane is patterned with a hexagonal twodimensional array of air holes. A number of holes can be
omitted to form cavities of different shapes, providing ina!
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plane localization. The calculated band structure for this photonic crystal, taking into account the finite third dimension
shows a TE band gap from a/l50.276 to a/l50.362. Details of this calculation have been previously described.4,13,14
The cavities were designed with the photonic band gap centered around the peak emission wavelength at a normalized
frequency of approximately a/l50.32 ~lattice spacing of a
5500 nm for l51550 nm). In this letter, cavities approximately 15 mm across were examined. At the emission wavelength of 1.55 mm this structure forms a multimode cavity. A
scanning electron micrograph of a typical device is shown in
Fig. 1~a!. A variety of devices were fabricated with lattice
spacings from 300 nm to 1 mm while maintaining r/a
'0.31, thereby lithographically tuning the band gap15 across
the emission spectrum. The membrane consists of 6 InGaAs
quantum wells with InGaAsP barriers grown by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy ~OMVPE! on an InP substrate.
The total waveguide thickness was 150 nm. The InGaAsP
system was chosen due to its relatively low surface recombination velocity. Fabrication of these devices has been previously described.16 These devices are, in essence, microdisk
lasers17 bounded by PBG material so that the total internal
reflection of the microdisk is replaced by Bragg reflection
from the photonic crystal. A finite difference time domain
calculation13 of the resonant mode in this structure @Fig.
1~b!# is reminiscent of a microdisk whispering gallery mode
even though the cavity is hexagonal rather than circular.

FIG. 1. ~a! Scanning electron micrograph ~top view! of a hexagonal membrane cavity bounded by 2D photonic band gap crystal. ~b! Calculated field
distribution.
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FIG. 2. Spectrum showing enhanced emission from hexagonal membrane
cavity. Peak power from the membrane device shows a 2.03 enhancement.
Pumping configuration schematic is shown in the inset.

Other types of modes also exist in this structure in addition
to the whispering gallery-like modes. These are primarily
modes which reflect between opposing faces of the hexagon.
In these devices, it is possible to design the cavity modes by
engineering the photonic band gap energy and by controlling
the cavity shape.
The membrane microcavity was optically pumped by
200 nsec pulses from a semiconductor laser (l5980 nm)
focused to a spot size of approximately 8 mm. Photoluminescence from the quantum wells at l.1.55 m m was collected
normal to the membrane ~Fig. 2 inset!. Figure 2 shows the
spectrum from unpatterned material and from a cavity showing strong resonances superimposed on the broader quantum
well emission. The emission peak from the hexagonal cavity
has been redshifted approximately 70 nm due to heating of
the membrane by the pump light, corresponding to a membrane temperature of '375 K. 18 The emission spectrum is
significantly broadened and redshifted due to the high peak
pumping density (;10 kW/cm2) as well as the poor thermal
conduction path resulting from the membrane being suspended in air. All devices were fabricated in close proximity
on the same wafer in order to minimize temperature variations in the measurements. The emission redshift was used to
estimate the active layer temperature. Negligible differences
were observed between devices at a given pumping level.
This is an important consideration since heating can account
for significant shift in the refractive index as well as change
the spontaneous emission efficiency of the active layer material. The peak emission power from the hexagonal cavity
has been enhanced by approximately 2.03 as compared to
the unpatterned material as shown in Fig. 2. This enhancement is largely due to the fact that these structures are undercut, leaving an air gap beneath the membrane. This agrees
quite well with a predicted normal direction emission power
enhancement of 1.813 for dipole emission in this slab waveguide structure suspended in air as compared to the same
waveguide on an InP substrate even though this measurement only gives the enhancement into the collection cone
defined by the optics ~numerical aperture NA50.6). This
spontaneous emission enhancement calculation has been previously described.19
The emission spectra from various hexagonal membrane
cavities is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3~a! corresponds to a
relatively large lattice spacing of a5760 nm and is very

FIG. 3. Normalized vertical emission from hexagonal membrane cavities.
The lattice parameter for each spectrum is shown ~in nm! to the left of each
curve decreasing from ~a! to ~g!. The resonances only appear for lattice
parameters where the emission is tuned to the photonic band gap.

similar to measured emission from unpatterned material.
Cavity resonances can be seen in Fig. 3~b! ~lattice spacing
a'682 nm) and at a'617 nm @Fig. 3~c!#. For larger lattice
spacings @Fig. 3~a!, a'760 nm# no cavity resonances are
evident. For shorter lattice spacings the resonances are barely
visible at a'563 nm @Fig. 3~d!# and then disappear for subsequent lattice sizes @Figs. 3~e!–3~g!#. This result is consistent with a cavity resonance reflecting from the photonic
band gap crystal. If the reflection were a simple Fresnel reflection from the air interface or an effective index-type
Fresnel reflection, the cavity resonance spacing would be
seen to tune only with the cavity size ~proportional to a! and
resonances would be expected for all lattice sizes. The cavity
resonances in Fig. 3~b! (a'682 nm) appear with a spacing
of Dl'26.4 nm. Using a simple Fabry-Pérot approximation
and a material index of n53.6, this gives an effective cavity
length of d514.5 m m. This corresponds well with the hexagon size ~face to face! measured by scanning electron micrograph @Fig. 1~a!# of approximately 14 mm. For this device
with strong cavity resonances, the normalized emitted power
can also be seen to be larger than for detuned band gaps
~e.g., Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!!. The cavity resonances in Fig. 3 are
seen to be strongest near a hole spacing of a5682 nm as
compared to the calculated band gap center for this structure
for a whole spacing of 500 nm as mentioned previously.
However, due to strong heating in the device, the emission
peak was redshifted significantly as compared to the original
1550 emission wavelength. Also because of the dramatic
temperature change the material index and structure size ~due
to thermal expansion! are also slightly shifted which could
account for the difference between the calculated design and
the measured resonances.
Figures 4~a!–4~d! show variations in the cavity resonances as the photonic crystal hole size is increased with a
constant lattice spacing, thereby varying r/a around the de-
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cavities show promise as highly efficient light emitters and to
observe fundamental changes in the spontaneous emission
properties in a semiconductor light emitting device.
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FIG. 4. The spectra are for cavities with the same nominal lattice spacing
but varying the r/a parameter. These devices correspond to a'682 nm
showing the strongest resonances in Fig. 3. ~c! Corresponds to Fig. 3~b!.

sign value r/a50.31. Figure 4~c! corresponds to the same
device as shown in Fig. 3~b!. As the value of r/a is increased, a shift of the band gap towards higher frequencies
~shorter wavelength! is expected.12 This shift can be seen in
Fig. 4 where the peak at l'1650 nm in Fig. 4~a! gradually
shifts to a shorter wavelength of l'1635 nm in Fig. 4~d!.
However, Fig. 4 shows that the strongest peak appears to
jump to a longer wavelength from Figs. 4~b! to 4~c!. These
data are difficult to interpret because of the strong heating
effects seen in these devices.
In summary, we have demonstrated active light emitting
devices based on two-dimensional photonic band gap structures in the InP material system, emitting in the near infrared. We have shown that confinement of the spontaneous
emission can be controlled, depending on the wavelength of
emission and the design of the photonic band gap. Strong
Fabry-Pérot-like resonances were observed which appeared
only for correctly tuned photonic band gap patterns. Also,
the spontaneous emission extraction efficiency was demonstrated to be significantly higher with the presence of a correctly tuned photonic band gap as compared to a mistuned or
unpatterned sample. By further reducing the cavity volume
and optimizing the cavity design for high Q, these membrane
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